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[57] .- ABSTRACT 

A face mask having a rigid transparent member defin 
ing a frontal portion and two curved» side portions al 
lows'for wide-angle vision with little distortion. An 
outwardly bulging nose portion is provided to permit a 
close ?tting on the face and to reduce the mask’s en 
trained mass. A resilient seal formed with an annular 
cross-sectional con?guration is ?tted about the 
periphery of the transparent member to ensure a 
sealed ?tting on a number of differently contoured 
faces by resiliently compensating for the dissimilar fa 
cial features. Including the disclosed seal minimizes 
discomfort when the mask is worn for prolonged 
periods of time since the seal does not dig into the 
?eshy portions of the face. 

3 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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FULL vmw DIVER’S MASK 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 

The invention described herein may be manufac 
tured and used by or for the Government of the United 
States of America for governmental purposes without 
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

CROSS REFERENCE TO A RELATED 
APPLICATION 

There is disclosed and claimed herein an unobvious 
improvement over the U.S. Pat. No. 3,671,976 entitled 
“Full View Diver's Mask” by Clarence S. Johnson and 
Larry E. McKinley. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

All who have worn conventional face masks im 
mediately are aware of their limitations, the most obvi 
ous being the inclusion of a tunnel-like sleeve reaching 
between the face plate and the face which blocks 
peripheral vision. In addition, these masks enclose a 
large dead-air space making clearing more difficult and 
the narrow semirigid lip on their inner ends painfully 
cuts into the fleshy portions of the face. A trend or ten 
dency to avoid these limitations has been to fabricate 
wide-angle diver’s masks, usually molded from trans 
parent plastic sheets. One of the most notable en 
deavors in this field is disclosed in the U.S. Pat. No. 
2,928,097 issued to L. N. Neufeld for his “Underwater 
Goggles.” Neufeld’s goggles allow a wide angle of visi 
bility and reduce the entrained mass. However, his rigid 
design and manner of sealing appear to restrict his 
manufacturing technique to a single custom-?t mask 
per wearer. That is to say, with each person having dif 
ferently contoured facial features, it will be difficult to 
seal the interior of the mask using Neufeld’s semirigid 
sealing lip. Obviously, a considerable number of dif 
ferently dimensioned masks must be manufactured to 
?t the variety of facial contours. The above-identified 
related patent application discloses a closely ?tting 
face mask but the seal used does not accommodate the 
wide variety of di?'erently shaped facial contours. A 
continuing need exists for an‘ adaptively fitting face 
mask ensuring wide-angle visibility which lends itself to 
be comfortably worn for prolonged periods of time. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
In a diver’s face mask having a rigid transparent fron 

tal portion and rigid transparent peripheral portions 
cooperating to ensure a wide ?eld of vision and a 
reduced entrained mass, an improvement is provided 
allowing a comfortable fitting on differently contoured 
faces. A sealing means is carried on the periphery of 
the rigid portions and has a pliable annular cross sec 
tion easily compressible by an elastic head strap to 
comfortably fit a variety of facial contours for long 
periods of time while sealing the mask ’s interior. Thusly 
con?gured, only a few differently dimensioned face 
masks areneeded to fit a great majority of divers. » 
The prime object of the invention is to provide a face 

mask comfortably worn for prolonged periods of time. 
Another object is to provide a face mask con?gured 

to accommodate differing facial contours among 
divers. 
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2 
A-further object is to provide a face-mask seal incori 

porating pressure compensation vto ensure sealing ‘of 
the mask 's interior. 

Still another object is to provide a face-mask seal 
readily removable from the transparent member allow 
ing its subsequent reuse. 
These and other objects of the invention will become 

more readily apparent from the drawings when taken 
with the ensuing description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an isometric depiction of the improved face ‘ 
mask. 

FIG. 2a is a sectional view taken. generally along lines 
2-2 in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2b is a sectional view of a modification of the 
improved face mask taken generally along lines 2-—2 in 
FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to FIG. 1 of the drawings, a face mask 
10 is snugly held on a wearer’s head by a resilient strap 
11 bonded onto opposite lateral extremes of the mask 
through a pair of conventional buckle elements 12 and 
13. A rigid transparent plastic sheet is formed to de?ne 
a frontal planar portion 14 having a contoured lip 14a 
and a pair of curved peripheral portions 15 and 16 in 
accordance with the method disclosed in the above 
identi?ed related patent application. An opening is 
provided through which the nose extends to bring the 
mask close to the wearer’s face for minimizing the en 
trained mass while, ensuring wide angle visibility. 
The essence of this invention resides in sealing means 

20 and its extension. Inclusion of the sealing means has ‘ 
made possible the fitting of only a few differently 
dimensioned face masks as described above to the vast 
majority of divers. Since the frontal and peripheral por 
tions are rigid and are capable of only slight ?exure, 
sealing means 20 is designed to accommodate differing 
facial features by including a suitably shaped layer of 
pliable neoprene 21 wrapped about and bonded onto a 
length of resilient surgical rubber tubing 22. 
A neoprene layer having a thickness of approximate 

ly an eighth-of-an-inch is highly satisfactory and rela- ‘ 
tively inexpensive. A continuous extension 21a of the 
layer is coated on its inner surface with a suitable bond 
ing agent such as the popular neoprene cement com 
mercially known as “Black Magic." The outer surface 
of contoured lip 14a is similarly coated and the two sur 
faces are bonded together. Selecting a length of rubber 
surgical tubing 22 having a relatively large hole results 
in a more resiliently accommodating seal. When the 
large diametered tube is elastically compressed, its 
relatively wide limits of radial flexure allow the seal’s 
fitting across the forehead and around the cheek areas. 
The tensile force exerted to resilient strap 11 is suf? 
cient to bring the seal to pliably adapt to the diver‘s fa 
cial contours to effect a sealing of the mask’s interior 
from the surrounding water. 
The sealing means continuously extends around the 

periphery of the rigid transparent members and reaches 
across the area lying between the lip and nose. Along 
this region, it has been found expedient to vextend the 
outward portion 21a to define a nose pocket 23 of 
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neoprene rubber suitably dimensioned and tailored to 
provide a cavity for the nose. The opening in the face 
mask, mentioned above, is covered by the nose pocket 
which in turn is bonded onto an outer surface of front 
portion 14 along an outwardmost portion 23a. Thus the 
mask’s watertight integrity is ensured and, as an added 
bonus, a diver is capable of equalizing the pressure in 
his middle ear spaces to that of the surroundings by 
merely pinching off his nose through the ?exible nose 
pocket and forcefully blowing. 
Due to the resiliently pliably adaptive makeup of 

layer 21 and tube 22, the mere tightening of resilient 
strap 11 about the diver’s head pulls them against the 
contours of the bony and ?eshy areas of the face. The 
neoprene layer and the rubber tube are elastically 
deformed and tend to ?atten out over these contours. 
Increasing the tensioning of the resilient strap in‘ 
troduces little discomfort which would otherwise be en 
dured had there been a semirigid lip of the type pro 
vided on conventional face masks. Using the disclosed 
sealing means, only a few differently dimensioned face 
masks need be provided to comfortably out?t the vast 
majority of divers. 

In recognition of the fact that the mask is subjected 
to fluctuating ambient pressures as a diver changes his 
depth, pressure compensation holes 22a, only one of 
which is shown in FIG. 2a, provide fluid communica 
tion between the interior of the rubber tube 22 and the 
mask’s interior. As a diver goes deeper and deeper in 
the water and compensates for the relatively lower in 
ternal mask pressure by blowing air through his nos~ 
trils, a small portion of the air is passed to the interior 
of tube 22 via the holes. Were the holes omitted, that is, 
if tube 22 is sealed to define a dead air space, this air 
space would collapse under increasing ambient pres 
sure and the mask would loose its seal. It matters not if 
water enters the tube through the compensation ports 
since resilient properties of the tube are retained. 
A slightly different embodiment is depicted in FIG. 

2b showing frontal portion 14’ and right peripheral por 
tion 15’ mounting a modi?ed sealing means 20’. In this 
case, the modi?ed sealing means includes a tubing por 
tion 24 having the pressure equalization ports 24a, only 
one of which being shown in FIG. 2b, joined to a Y 
shaped portion 25. The tubing portion and the Y 
shaped portion optionally are molded as a single unit or 
the Y-shaped portion is bonded onto the tubing por 
tion, either con?guration being a mere matter of cho 
ice. The tubular portion continuously runs around the 
periphery of the rigid portions of the face mask and 
beneath the nose in a portion 24’. At this general area, 
the Y-shaped portion is provided with a bulging nose 
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4 
pocket 26 and the Y-portioh is joined to front planar 
portion 14' at Y-shaped extension 25 '. _ 
An advantage of the embodiment set forth in FIG. 2b 

over that shown in FIG. 2a resides in the fact that the 
modi?ed sealing means 20' is removably mounted on 
the transparent portions. The sealing means in this type 
of face mask is more expensive than the transparent 
plastic member. If the plastic is scratched or damaged, 
the advantages of having a removable and remountable 
sealing means are obvious. The arms of the Y-shaped 
portions are separated by a slot for either resiliently 
gripping the transparent member or for being held in 
place by a small amount of neoprene cement. Merely 
pulling the Y-shaped portion from a damaged trans 
parent member permits its subsequent reuse. 

Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 
present invention are possible in the light of the above 
teachings, and, it is therefore understood that within 
the scope of the disclosed inventive concept, the inven 
tion may be practiced otherwise than speci?cally 
described. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a diver’s face mask including a rigid frontal por 

tion and rigid peripheral portions-cooperating together 
to ensure a wide ?eld of vision and a reduced entrained 
mass an improvement therefor is provided comprising: 

a resilient layer bonded onto the rigid portions and 
bonded onto a coextensive resilient tubular ele 
ment adapted for sealing the juncture between the 
mask and the face and being interposed 
therebetween, said resilient tubular element being 
provided with at least one pressure compensation 
hole linking the interior of said resilient tubular 
element to the interior of said face mask to permit 
continuous pressure compensation for preventing 
the collapse of said resilient tubular element in 
?uctuating ambient pressures thereby ensuring the 
face-mask’s ability to conform to differently 
shaped facial contours and to allow the mask’s 
being comfortably worn for for prolonged periods 
of time. 

2. A face mask according to claim 1 in which said 
resilient tubular element is rubber surgical tubing and 
said resilient layer is neoprene rubber wrapped around 
and bonded onto said rubber surgical tubing to increase 
resiliency to allow the comfortable ?tting of said face 
mask to a wider variety of facial contours. 

3. A face mask according to claim 1 in which said 
resilient layer has a Y-shaped cross section with the 
arms joined to the rigid portions and the base of the 
stem being bonded onto said tubular element a portion 
of which is shaped to contain a diver ‘s nose. 

* Ill * * * 


